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A general framework for producing deterministic canonical bottom-up 
parsers which contains all these parsers as special cases is described. Then 
general conditions on the means of construction which guarantee that the 
obtained parsing methods Work correctly are presented. These conditions 
cover all types of deterministic canonical bottom-up arsers. Based onthese con- 
ditions a strategy that constructs an optimally adjusted bottom-up arser for 
a given grammar is discussed. 
]' INTRODUCTION 
The various types of deterministic canonical bottom-up parsers described 
in the literature are usually based on different construction ideas and are proved 
independently towork correctly. Our concern is first to develop ageneral concept 
of deterministic anonical bott0m-up-parsing that incorporates all the various 
methods as special cases, and second, to investigate which properties actually 
make a deterministic canonical bottom-up arser work correctly. 
The starting point of our considerations is an idea of Langmaack (1971) and 
Eickel (1972), that is, to characterize deterministic bottom-up-parsing methods 
by separated supersets of the redliction classes. We then investigate conditions 
on the grammars and the supersets of the reduction classes which imply that a 
parsing method based on such supersets works correctly for each input. 
The present paper is organized as follows: 
The remainder of this introduction introduces some necessary notation. 
In Section 2 the general concept of deterministic bottom-up-parsing based 
on separated supersets of the reduction classes is presented. It turns out that 
such separated supersets essentially exist for unambiguous grammars only. 
Further, it is shown that the parsers obtained are only partially correct. 
In Section 3 we investigate conditions on a grammar and the supersets of the 
reduction classes which imply that each input word is parsed correctly. We first 
show that no further restriction on the supersets is necessary if one accepts a 
restriction to e-free grammars. This restriction is typical for some parsing 
methods, especially the various kinds of precedence methods. I f  e-productions 
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are allowed, the supersets must be restricted. We show that for supersets which 
are "exact with respect to the first component"- - th is  property implies that 
errors are recognized at the first possible place--correct parsing of each input 
word is implied by each of the following properties. 
(i) The supersets are consistent--this means that they are obtained from 
the reduction classes in a certain uniform way. 
(ii) For each terminal word x the sets of viable prefixes the word x 
can be reduced to is finite. 
(iii) There exist separated exact and k-consistent supersets of the reduction 
classes, where k-consistency is a special case of the above-mentioned consistency 
which still meets all practical requirements. 
Obviously, property (i) is a property of supersets whereas properties (ii) and 
(iii) are properties of the underlying grammar itself. 
The conditions mentioned above cover all known types of deterministic 
canonical bottom up parsers. 
In Section 4 we regard applications and, in particular, discuss the problem of 
constructing an optimally adjusted parsing method for a given grammar. 
We assume that the reader has a general knowledge of context-free grammars 
(cf. Ginsburg, 1966; Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969; Salomaa, 1973). 
We denote a context-free grammar (cfg) always by a 4-tuple G = (N, T, P, S) 
where N, T, and P are the finite sets of nonterminals, terminals, and productions, 
respectively, and Sis the start symbol. We use Vto denote the union V ~ N u T. 
Our context-free grammars are often assumed to be reduced; this means that 
there are no useless nonterminals. A rightmost derivation step using a production 
p is written as 
R 
where the production p is sometimes uppressed. 
ForycV* le tL (y )  ={wl7  *~w,w~T*}-  
For an integer k /> 0, x E V*, and A ~ N we use l~(x), (x)k , and ~(A)  to 
denote 
a,(x) =x  if [x] ~<k, 
=x  1 if x=x lx  2and lx  l[ =k forsomex 2cV* ,  
(x)1 ~=x if Ix [  ~<k, 
=x2 if x=x lx  2and[x  2] =kforsomex leV* ,  
and 
~(A)  = {k(w) [ there exist l, r a U* such that S *~ lAr, r *~ w, w ~ T*} 
We may speak of k-prefixes, k-suffixes, and k-follow sets, respectively. 
The empty word is denoted by e. 
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2. THE GENERAL CANONICAL BOTTOM-UP PARSER 
In this section the general concept of bottom-up-parsing controlled by 
separated supersets of the reduction classes is introduced and some technical 
results are obtained. 
Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg and let w ~ T* be the word to be 
analyzed. 
In canonical bottom-up-parsing one tries to determine a right reduction for 
the word to be parsed in a way that is easily described by a shift-reduce 
mechanism: 
An instant in parsing the word w ----- xz  ~ T* where 
(i) a right reduction of the prefix x to a string 7 ~ (N u T) ~ is already 
found and 
(ii) z is the yet unread input 
is characterized by the pair (7, z) which is therefore called the actualpair. Then 
canonical bottom-up-parsing of w can be described as follows: One tries to 
transform the actual pair (~, w) by a sequence of 
shift operations (which shift symbols from the left end of the second 
component of the actual pair to the right end of the first component) 
and 
reductions (of suffixes of the first component of the actual pair) 
to the actual pair (S, e). 
Clearly, if w eL(G)  then each right reduction of w can be described by a 
sequence of shifts and reductions which transform the pair (e, w) into (S, e). 
Conversely, if a pair (e, w) with w ~ T* is transformed by a sequence of shifts 
and reductions to the pair (S, e) then w is in L(G)and  the reductions performed 
describe a right reduction of w. 
To obtain a deterministic parsing method we must be able to determine for 
each actual pair (7, x), 7 ~ V* and x ~ T*, which occurs in the course of parsing 
a word w, which operation is to be performed next: a reduction by some produc- 
tion A ~-* e~, or a shift, or a stop combined with an error message. 
There are various deterministic canonical bottom-up-parsing methods which 
only differ with respect o the information which is taken from the actual pair in 
order to determine the respective next action. 
We are interested in obtaining a deeper insight into the construction of 
deterministic anonical bottom-up parsers and in finding the properties that 
finally make such a method work correctly. In the course of this investigation 
we first present ageneral concept for the description and construction of canonical 
bottom-up arsers. The main problem in Constructing a deterministic canonical 
bottom-up arser is how for each actual pair occurring in the course of parsing 
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a word w the next operation can be determined. This question first causes the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg. For each production 
A--~ ~ EP  let 
R R 
and 
~shift = l( l, r) there exist z e T +,/7 ~ T*, A -~ c~ ~ Pt 
such that r ~-- zY and (lz, 7) ~ ~A-~ 1" 
-5~A_~ ~ is called the reduction class for the production A -+ ~. ~shift is called the 
shift class. When speaking of arbitrary classes ~, ,  p c P u {shift}, we simply 
speak of reduction classes. 
These reduction classes have an obvious meaning: 
Assume, an instant in parsing a word w is described by an actual pair (7, z). 
I f  (7, z) c ~A-,~ for some production A --+ ~ or (y, z) ~ .5~shift , then performing 
a reduction by A -+ ~ or performing a shift, respectively, is certainly a correct 
continuation in parsing the given word. 
Thus, canonical bottom-up-parsing of a word w can, in principle, be controlled 
by the reduction classes of G. A deterministic parsing method especially is 
obtained if for each subset P' of P u {shift} it is predetermined which action is 
to be performed on an actual pair ap if ap is in ~ for each p ~ P'.  
Unfortunately to decide for some actual pair ap and some p ~ P u {shift} 
whether ap is in ~ ,  or not is in general as difficult as to decide whether w itself 
is in L(G) or not. Therefore, control by the reduction classes does not seem to 
be an appropriate way to construct a bottom-up arser. 
We now consider the following idea of Langmaack (1971) and Eickel (1972) 
which is basic to our further considerations: 
The parser is not controlled by the reduction classes themselves but by 
supersets 
(_9. ~ ~. ,  p ~ P U {shift}, 
for which it is "easy" to decide for each pair (7, z) of strings y ~ (N • T)*, 
z ~ T* and each p ~ P t) {shift} whether the pair is contained in (gv or not. 
This control by the supersets means the following: If an actual pair is contained 
in some superset (9,, p ~ P u {shift}, then the corresponding action--a reduction 
by p i fp ~ P or a shift i fp = shift--can be used to continue the analysis of the 
given word. If there is no (9,, p ~ P u {shift}, containing the present actual pair 
then there is also no reduction class containing it. Thus, the word to be analyzed 
is detected not to be in L(G). The analysis must stop with an error message. 
This control by the supersets gives rise to a deterministic parsing method 
only if it is impossible that an actual pair which is in ~,  for some p ~ P u {shift}, 
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and therefore in (@, occurs at the same time in g)~ for some_fi vap but not in ~.  
In such a case the correct continuation of the analysis of the given word according 
to p could not be recognized and distinguished from the noncorrect continuation 
according to ft. To exclude this case we demand that the supersets which control 
the parser are pairwise disjoint; this means (9~ n (9~ = ;~ for p, ig ~ P u {shift} 
andp @fi. 
Now the question arises whether there really exist supersets (9~ of the reduction 
classes which are pairwise disjoint. The following theorem implies a positive 
answer. 
THEOREM 2.1. 





Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg; then G is unambiguous 
S ¢~+ S (this means, there is no derivation S ~+ S) 
~ n ~ = ~ for all p ~ ]~, p, fi ~ P • {shift}. 
Let G be unambiguous; then S 4> + S. Assume, there are 7 ~ V*, 
r ~ T*, and p, _fi ~ P u {shift} such that p v a/~ and ~ n ~ contains the pair 
(7, r). Then each terminal word which can be derived from 7r has at least two 
different rightmost derivations. But this contradicts the unambiguity of G; 
therefore, the assumption is false. 
Conversely, let (i) and (ii) be true. Assume, G is ambiguous; then there 
exists a sentential form which has two different rightmost derivations. Let s 
be such a sentential form such that one of its rightmost derivations has minimal 
length. Then s :/= S; otherwise, we have S ~+ S, which contradicts (i). Then 
there exist u and v, u ¢: v, such that 
÷ + 
S~u~s and S~v~s.  
R R R R 
But this is only possible if s is a concatenation s = sis 2 where (s 1 , s2) occurs in 
two different classes ~ and ~.  This contradicts (ii); therefore, the assumption 
is false. I 
Remark 1. For an arbitrary cfg G = (N, T, P, S) it is not possible to 
determine whether the reduction classes ~, ,  p ~ P u {shift}, are pairwise 
disjoint or not. 
This is easily seen: We first notice that it is possible to determine whether 
S 4=> +S holds true or not. Assume that the disjointness of the reduction classes 
is decidable; then Theorem 2.1 implies that unambiguity is decidable for 
arbitrary context-free grammars. As this is not true the assumption is false. 
Remark 2. It may happen that a grammar G has pairwise disjoint classes ~,  
p E P u {shift}, and is ambiguous. In this case the ambiguity is caused by a 
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derivation S =>+ S. Further, each word in L(G) has a rightmost derivation 
which contains no production where S occurs in the right side; otherwise, the 
classes :~, could not be disjoint. Therefore, the ambiguity can be removed by 
deleting only those productions that contain S in the right side. Consequently 
there is no loss of generality in assuming that the underlying rammar does not 
allow derivations S ~+ S. 
Condition (ii) in Theorem 2.1 is obviously met if and only if there exist 
supersets @~ ~_ ~,  p e P u {shift}, such that 
@~o n g)o = ;~ for all p, /7 e P U {shift} with p va/7. 
Thus, we get the following Corollary. 
COROLLARY. Let G =- (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg; then G is unambiguous iff 
(i) S ¢>+ S, 
and 
(ii) there exist supersets (P~ ~ ~ , p e P u {shift}, such that 
O, n (9~ = ~ for allp, /7 e P k3 {shift} with p ~/7. 
This corollary shows that disjoint supersets of the reduction classes exist 
exactly for unambiguous context-free grammars. This implies that deterministic 
canonical bottom-up parsers which are based on disjoint supersets of the 
reduction classes exist exactly for unambiguous context-free grammars. 
Now, the parsing algorithm will be presented in detail. 
ALGORITHM 2.1. (Deterministic bottom-up-parsing). 
Input: 
-- A reduced cfg G = (N, T, P, S) where S ¢>+ S; 
-- supersets (9~ D_ ~,  p c P ~3 {shift}, where (9~ n (9~ = ;~ for p --#/7; 
--  weT* .  
Output: 
If w eL(G), the inverse of a rightmost derivation of w; 
if w ~L(G) and if the algorithm stops, an error message. 
Method: 
co two variables ap and apo are used; ap for the actual pair and apo for 
the previous value of ap oc 
643f43/3-3 
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begin 
ap :=  (¢, w); 
repeat  
apo :-- ap; 
i f  ap ~ d~s~ir, and ap = (y, tr) for some y e V*, t ~ T, r ~ T* 
then ap :=  (yt, r); 
if ap ~ (gA_. ~ for some A --+ ~ e P and ap = (y~, r) for some y ~ V*, 
re  T* 
then begin ap :=  (~A, r); output (identification of A --~ ~) 
end 
until ap = (S, E) or ap = apo; 
i f  ap = (s ,  
then write ("w is in L(G)") 
co the reductions performed escribe aright reduction of w oc 
else write ("w is not in L(G)") 
end. 
Now several questions arise: 
First, we would like to see some examples which show that well-known methods 
can be described in terms of supersets of reduction classes. Second, we must 
ask whether the assumptions we have so far really imply that the algorithm 
parses each input word correctly. (This means that a right reduction for w is 
obtained if w eL(G)  and an error message is given if w eL(G).) I f  this is not 
the case, we are interested in knowing supplementary conditions which guarantee 
that each input word is parsed correctly. Third, we are interested to know how 
the supersets (P~ ~_ ~ have to be chosen in order to make the algorithm as fast as 
possible and, on the other hand, error recognition as precise as possible. 
The third question will be discussed now; its answer influences the investiga- 
tions for the second question which are done in Section 3. 
For error diagnosis to be as precise as possible it seems necessary to make 
the supersets (9, as tight as possible to the reduction classes. In the extreme case 
where (9~ = ~,  for each p e P u {shift} an error is always detected by the 
algorithm in the very first step since w ~L(G) implies that (e, w) ¢ ~ for each 
p e P t3 {shift}. 
The algorithm is fast if for each actual pair ap it can quickly be decided 
whether there is an @~ containing ap and which (9~ has this property. In general, 
this decision is certainly easier if the supersets are larger. Thus, it seems reason- 
able to choose the supersets as large as possible but disjoint. Thus, precise error 
detection and speed are concurrent in some sense. 
Before we investigate the questions of effectivity and correctness we give 
two examples. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let G ----- (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg and dbe the maximum 
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length of all right-hand sides of productions in P; let m, n /> 0 be integers. 
Take supersets of the reduction classes as follows: 
For each A --~ ~ take 
Further let 
A->a (la, r) 
l ~ V*, r ~ T*, ) 
there exist i e V*, Y ~ T* I 
with S *~ R lAY ~ R l~, {" 
t yeV*,yET*, I 
,~,n there exist i ~ V*, ? E T*, A --+ a c P, z c T + 
~?slaift = (7,Y) with S *~ R lAY ~ R lay = 9Z~ 
and (r)m+a = (~7)~+a, ~(Y) ----- ,(zY) 
The analysis based on these supersets is identical to the (m, n)-BRC-method 
(see Eickel et al., 1963; Floyd, 1964; Loeckx, 1970) which is known to work 
correctly for each input word if G is an (m, n)-BRC-grammar without E- 
productions (see Aho and Ullman, 1972). 
Note that a grammar is (m, n)-BRC in the sense of Aho and Ullman (1972) if 
and only if 
(i) S #.+ S, 
and 
0 (9 m'n (ii) (9~ '~ _~ = ~ forp,~EPu{shift}wherep ~1). 
For an arbitrary (m, n)-BRC-grammar the BRC-analysis does not stop for 
each input. To guarantee that it stops for each input, the additional condition 
(iii) G is e-free 
is sufficient. This is a consequence of a more general result obtained in Section 3, 
where we regard the problems arising from e-productions. 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg and k ~> 0 be an 
integer. Take supersets (pk of the reduction classes ~,  as follows: 
For each p ~ P W {shift}, let 
y~ V*,yE T*, ) 
there exists r ~ T* with k(Y) = l~(r) I" 
such that (y, r) e ~ 
The analysis based on these supersets is identical to the well-known LR(k)- 
analysis (see Knuth, 1965; Harrison, 1978); it works correctly for each input 
word if G meets the conditions 
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(i) S~+S,  
and 
(ii) C9~ kn (9~  = ;~ for each p, ~ ~ P u (shift} p @ ~, 
which mean that G is an LR(k)-grammar (see Mayer, 1978). 
The necessity to use the condition (i) S ¢>+ S in a general definition of 
LR(k)-grammars has been shown by Geller and Harrison (1977b; see also 
Harrison, 1978). Condition (ii) above is equivalent to the "traditional" LR(k)- 
condition: 
If 
(1) S *~ lAr ~ l~r, 
R R 
(2) S *~ iA~ ~ l&f = l~, 
R R 
and 
(3) ,:(r) = 
then l = i, A = _d, c~ = &. 
The following theorem characterizes 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) 







the correctness of Algorithm 2.1. 
be a reduced cfg and let (9~ D_ ~, ,  
S 4>+ S, 
(9~ t~ (9~ = ;~ for all p, ~ ~ P u (shift} with p v~ ft. 
T*. 
I f  w ~ L( G), then Algorithm 2.1 computes a right reduction for w. 
I f  w eL(G), then Algorithm 2.1 either provides an error message or may 
Proof. (a) We first show that each actual pair which occurs during the 
execution of the algorithm for a word w in L(G) is contained in exactly one ~ 
for some p ~ P t_) (shift}. This is true for the initial pair (E, w). Regard now an 
actual pair ap which is obtained after one or more reductions and shifts; assume 
ap is in ~ for some p ~ P k9 {shift}, then it is also in the superset 0~ and there is 
no 0~, ff v L p, which contains ap, too. The action to be performed--a reduction 
by p if p ~ P or a shift--is the same as that "required" by ~,  ; therefore, it 
leads to an actual pair which is also in some ~,  ff ~ P u {shift}. Clearly, each 
reduction performed is a reduction step in a right reduction of w and the number 
of reductions and shifts to be performed equals the length of the rightmost 
derivation of w plus the number of symbols in w. 
(b) I f  w ~L(G) the actual pair (S, e) cannot be reached, since this would 
imply that w ~L(G). Thus the algorithm either stops with an error message 
or runs forever. The following example shows that this can really happen. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. Regard the grammar G = ({S, A, B, C}, {a, b}, P, S) with 
P ~ {S- - .AB ,  S -+C,  A---~a, B--~b, C--~ e}. 
The reduction classes are easily obtained; we have 
~=+== = {(AB, ~)}, 
~=.~ - {(c, ~)}, 
~=_>= = {(a, b)}, 
~=+~ = {(Ab, e)), 
~c-,~ = {(~, ~)}, 
~shift = {(e, ab), (A, b)}. 
Take pairwise disjoint supersets (9~ as follows: 
0=_>° = ~=_>o, m=+~ = .~=+~, 
(~c+< = ~co,  U {(bC •, <) l n >~ 0}, 
Oshift = ~shift k.) {@, b)}. 
Clearly, L(G) = {ab, e}. Now, apply the algorithm with the above supersets to 
the word b which is not in L(G). Then the following actual pairs are obtained: 
(e, b) ~ (b, e) e-  (bC, e) ~-- "" (be =, e) ~--- .... 
Clearly, the algorithm now performs reduction by the production C ---> e forever. 
The fact that the algorithm does not stop for each input under the assumptions 
we have so far is rather unsatisfying; we are therefore interested in supplementary 
conditions on G and the supersets ~ which imply that the algorithm stops for 
each input word. 
3. CONDITIONS WHICH IMPLY THAT THE PARSING ALGORITHM STOPS 
FOR EACH INPUT 
We are interested in knowing conditions on G and the supersets ~9~ _D ~,  
which guarantee that our bottom-up-parsing algorithm stops for each input. 
In Example 2.3 reductions by an E-production are performed forever. Therefore 
we first regard the problem under the assumption that the underlying rammar 
is e-free. The next theorem shows that in this case the algorithm actually stops 
for each input. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let G -~ (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg; let (P, , p ~ P w {shift), 
be supersets of the reduction classes ~,  such that 
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(i) S #+ S, 
(ii) (¢~ (3 0~ = ~ for p, ~ E P k) {shift} with p ~ ~, and 
(iii) G is e-free. 
Let w ~ T*. 
(a) I f  w ~L(G), then the algorithm constructs a right reduction for w. 
(b) I f  w 6L(G), then the algorithm stops with an error message. 
Proof. Part (a) is covered by Theorem 2.2. 
To prove part (b) we first mention that G is unambiguous by Theorem 2.1. 
We assume that there exists a w ~ T* for which the algorithm does not stop. 
Since the number of shift operations which are performed by the algorithm on 
input w is bounded by I wl eventually only reductions are performed. Let 
(u 1 , v) be an actual pair such that no shift is performed during the further 
execution of the algorithm and let (u2, v), (u a , v) .... be the succeeding actual 
pairs. As G is e-free we have I ui ] >~ I ui+l [ and I ui I ~ 1 for all i ~> I. Since 
the algorithm does not stop, there exist I and k, 1 ~ l < k, such that (u~, v) = 
(u~, v). This implies that ] u i [ = I ui+l ] for l ~< i < k where each reduction 
O f Ui to ui+ ~ comes from productions of the form A ~ B with nonterminals 
A and B. Let C be the rightmost symbol in u s = ul~ ; then C ~+ C, which 
contradicts the unambiguity of G. I 
Theorem 3.1 shows that a parsing method can be based on arbitrary disjoint 
suPersets of the reduction classes if one accepts a restriction to e-free grammars. 
This restriction to e-free grammars is typical for all precedence-style parsing 
methods, as for example simple precedence, extended precedence, weak prece- 
dence, and mixed strategy precedence methods (Wirth and Weber, 1966; 
Ichbiah and Morse, 1970; McKeeman et al., 1970; Aho and Ullman, 1972) 
as well as the BRC-analysis (see Example 2.1). 
A restriction to e-free grammars as in Theorem 3.1 is rather unsatisfactory. 
Indeed, there are the LR-style parsing methods (see Knuth, 1965; DeRemer, 
1971; Geller and Harrison, 1977a; Harrison, 1978) as welt-known examples 
for very general methods where e-productions do not cause problems themselves. 
Therefore, we will look for other conditions on G and the supersets (9~ which 
allow us to drop the restriction to e-free grammars. 
We first regard conditions on the supersets d)~, p ~ P u {shift}. Such conditions 
express a restriction of the supersets (9~. But if the supersets (9~ have to be 
restricted, we are interested in doing this in such a way that error diagnosis 
becomes easier. Therefore we also ask for properties of the supersets which 
imply easy and fast error detection. 
It is certainly desirable that in the course of parsing a word w ~ L(G) an error 
message be given at the latest at the moment at which the already shifted 
prefix of w is no longer a prefix of a word in L(G). In this case the error 
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is recognized in a certain sense at the leftmost possible point of the word to 
be analyzed. 
This demand must now be expressed in a formal condition on the supersets 
(9~. To do this we assume that in the course of parsing the word w = xy ~ T* 
the prefix x has been shifted and reduced to 7; this means that an actual pair 
(7, Y) is achieved. 
Clearly, x is not prefix of a word in L(G) iff there exists no y ~ T* such that 
xy eL(G); this in turn holds true iff 
(i) there exists no p ~ P u {shift} and no y c T* such that (7, Y) ~ ~.  
On the other hand, the analysis of w = xy stops after shifting the prefix x iff 
(ii) there exists no p ~ P u (shift} and no y ~ T* such that (7, Y) ~ (9~. 
Thus, the above condition to recognize the error at the latest when the already 
shifted prefix is no longer a prefix of a word in L(G) is met if and only if 
(i) implies (ii). 
Sufficient, but not necessary for this implication is the condition which is the 
object of the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let G = (N, T ,P ,  S) be a cfg; supersets (9~D~,  
p ~ P ty  {shift}, are called exact with respect o the first component if for each 
p s P ty  {shift} and each pair (7, Y)~ (9~ there exists a pair (¢, Y)~ ~'~ such 
that 7 ~ 7. 
According to this definition supersets (9~ __ ~ are exact with respect o the 
first component if each 7 which occurs as first component in any pair in any 
0~ occurs at the same time as first component in some pair in the corresponding 
reduction class. 
A parsing method based on supersets which are exact with respect o the first 
component actually has the above-described error detection property. This is 
shown in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a cfg; let (~ ,  p ~Pv3 (shift}, be 
supersets of the reduction classes which are exact with respect o the first component; 
let y ~ V*. Then the following holds true: 
I f  (i) there is no p e Pvo (shift} and no y ~ T* with (y, y) ~ ~ , then (ii) there 
is no p ~ P u {shift} and no y ~ T* with (7, Y) E (Y, . 
Proof. Assume (i) does not imply (ii). Then there is a 7 e V* for which (i) 
there is no p e P u (shift} and no y e T* such that (7, Y) ~ ~ and (ii') there are 
/~ ~ P u {shift} and .9 e T* such that (7, 3 ~) ~ 0e.  Since the supersets are exact 
there is a ~ ~ T* such that (7, Y) e ~ ; this contradicts (i); therefore, the assump- 
tion is false. | 
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Lemma 3.1 implies that a bottom-up-parsing method which is based on 
exact supersets (9~ shows the following property : If in the course of parsing a 
word w ~L(G) a situation is reached where the already shifted prefix is not a 
prefix of some word in L(G), then the algorithm stops with an error message. 
But this does not at all imply that the algorithm recognizes each uncorreet word. 
It still may happen that for a word w ~L(G) the algorithm does not stop and 
a situation as described above is never reached. This is shown by the following 
counterexample. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Regard the grammar G = ({S, A}, {a, b}, P, S) with P = 
{S--+ ASa, S ~ b, A ~ e}. Obviously, S #+ S. The reduction classes are 
given by 
~s-~Asa = {( A~+I Sa, a n) 10 <~ n}, ~s->b = {( A~b, an) l0 ~ n} 
~A-~ = {( An, ban) 1 0 ~< n < m}, ~sm~t = {( An+aS, a~+a), ( An, ba~)] 0 <~ n}. 
Take pairwise disjoint supersets (9~ as follows: 
(9~ = ~ for p ~ {S --~ ASa, S --~ b, shift} 
and 
c;~_>, = ~A-,.. u {(n~, bb) r o ~< n}. 
Obviously, they are exact with respect o the first component. Now apply the 
parsing algorithm based on the above supersets to the word bb which is not 
in L(G). Then by turns the following actual pairs are obtained: 
(•, bb) ~-- (A, bb) ~-- (A 2, bb) ~--'" (A i, bb) ~----'". 
Clearly, reductions by the production A ~ e are performed forever; they reduce 
the prefix • of the word bb to strings A i, i ~ O. 
Since exact supersets do not yet give rise to a parsing method which stops for 
each input, the restriction to exact supersets i  certainly not too strong. 
We ask now how such infinitely continued reductions by •-productions as in 
Example 3.1 can be prevented. First, this can be done by a condition which, 
in principle, limits the number of reductions which can be performed on each 
prefix of the word to be analyzed. We need the following concept: 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg; a string y a V* 
is called a viable prefix of G if there exist p a P u {shift} and y a T* such that 
b', y) e ~.  
Remark. In the classical canonical LR(k)-theory viable prefixes play an 
important role (Aho and Ullman, 1972; Harrison, 1978); a string y E V* is 
called a viable prefix if there exist l ~ V*, A ~ o~ E P, and r ~ T* such that 
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(i) S *~ lAr ~ l~r, 
R R 
and 
(ii) 7 is prefix of l~. 
To show the equivalence of both definitions let us consider an arbitrary 
7 ~ T*: 
I f  7 is first component of some pair (7, Y) ~ ~ for some p ~ P then by Defini- 
tion 2.1 S Nn lAy ~ Ic~y for p - -  A --~ ~ and some l~ V* with 7 ~ lc~. I f  7 
is first component of some pair (7, Y) in ~shirt hen by Definition 2.1 there exist 
z~ T+, l~  V*, A ~ c~P,  r c T* such that S ~R lAr ~R lc~r = 7zr. 
Assume conversely that there are l, 3 ~ V*, A -~ a ~ P, and r ~ T* such 
that S *~R 1At ~n l~r = 7~r. I f  ~ = E then (7, ~r) ~ ~A,~.  I f  ~ ~ E then ~ *~R ~ 
for some S~ ~ T*, since G is reduced. I f  ~ *~R B~t ~ ~ for some B ~ N then 
(7, ~r)  ~ ~ by Definition 2.1; otherwise, (7, 3~r) ~ shm.  
EXAMPLE 3.2. The grammar in Example 3.1 has A ~+~ Sa, A%, A ~ and 
A'~+IS for n ~ 0 as viable prefixes. 
Viable prefixes of a grammar G are obviously identical to those strings which 
occur as first components in supersets (9~ D_ ~,  which are exact with respect 
to the first component. 
We note that a parsing method which is based on exact supersets must stop 
for a word w e T* if each prefix x of w can only be reduced to a finite number of 
different viable prefixes. Therefore the sets of viable prefixes to which arbitrary 
x ~ T* can be ,'educed are to be studied. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg. For each x ~ T* 
let VPa(x) be the set 
VPc(x) = {7]7  *~ x, 7 is a viable prefix of G}. 
Intuitively, VPa(x) is the set of all viable prefixes of G to which the word x 
can be reduced. I f  this set is finite for each prefix x of a word w, then the parsing 
algorithm must stop for input word w. 
EXAMPLE 3.3. Let G be the grammar of Examples 3.1 and 3.2; then VPc(E ) = 
{ Air  i >~ 0} is infinite. This enabled us to choose the supersets in Example 3.1 
in such a way that the algorithm does not stop for each input. 
The next theorem shows that our parsing algorithm stops for each input word, 
if the underlying supersets (9~, p a P k3 {shift}, are exact with respect to the 
first component and if the sets VPa(x) are finite for all x ~ T*. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg; let C~ , p ~ P ~d {shift}, 
be supersets of the reduction classes ~ , such that 
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(i) S~+S,  
(ii) (9~ n 0~ = ~ for each p =A p, p, p ~ P ~3 {shift}, 
(iii) 0~ is exact with respect o the first component for each p, 
(iv) VPc(x) is finite for each x e T*. 
Let w c T*. 
(a) I f  w eL(G),  then the algorithm constructs a right reduction for w. 
(b) I f  w eL(G),  then the algorithm stops with an error message. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.1, G is unambiguous. Assume that there is a w ~ T* 
such that the algorithm does not stop for w. 
The number of possible shift operations is bounded by I w [; therefore, the 
algorithm eventually performs only reductions. Let (u 0 , v) be an actual pair 
with the property that the succeeding actions are all reductions and let (u 1 , v), 
(u~, v) ..... be the succeeding actual pairs. Then v is a suffix of w. Let w = uv. 
Since the supersets are exact with respect o the first component there exists 
for each integer i ~ 0 a vi ~ T* such that 
S *~ u~vi *~ uvi. 
R R 
Since VPa(u ) is finite, there exist integers i, j with 0 ~ i ~ j and ui ~ u~. 
Further u~ ~ + u i ; this implies 
+ 
S *~R ujvj ~ u~vj ~ ujv~ *~R Uv~. 
But now the word uvj has infinitely many different rightmost derivations. This 
contradicts the unambiguity of G. Therefore, the assumption that there is a 
w ~ T* for which the algorithm does not stop is false. | 
We use the result of Theorem 3.2 later; it is of some importance ven to 
prove the correctness of those m thods which are most commonly used in 
practice today. 
If  we drop the condition of VPc(x) being finite for each x ~ T*, we can 
achieve by supplementary conditions on the supersets (9~, p ~ P ~3 {shift}, that 
the algorithm stops for each input word. Such a condition is described in the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.4. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg. Exact supersets 
6~ ~_ ~,  p ~ P k) {shift}, are called consistent with respect o the second component 
if there exists a mapping f of T* into the set of subsets of T* such that for each 
p c P u {shift} the set (g~ is given by 
~ ~_ l(x, 3V ) [there existsy E T* 
such that (x, y) a ~ and ~ ~/ (y ) l "  
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Consistency means that the second components of the pairs in exact supersets 
are obtained from those in the reduction classes in a uniform way by means of 
the "generating" function/. 
EXAMPLE 3.4. The "LR(h)-supersets" (ilk as described in Example 2.2 are 
exact and consistent. The respective function/ is given by 
f l y )  - {y  e T* I ,dy)  = ~(y)}. 
With exact and consistent supersets the parsing algorithm stops for each input 
word, too. This is the content of the next theorem. ' 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg; let (Y, , p e P u {shift}, 
be supersets of the reduction classes ~ such t at 
(i) S ~+ S, 
(ii) @~ ¢3 (9~ = 2~ for each p ¢ ~, p, ~e  P u {shift}, 
(iii) (9~ is exact with respect o the first component for each p, 
(iv) the sets (9~, p e P tj {shift}, are consistent with respect o the second 
component. 
Let w e T*. 
(a) I f  w eL(G), then the algorithm constructs a right reduction for w. 
(b) I f  w ,4L(G), then the algorithm stops with an error message. 
Pro@ Assume there is a word w such that the algorithm does not stop for 
input w. The number of possible shift operations i bounded by [ w I; therefore, 
eventually only reductions are performed. Let (Uo, ~) be an actual pair with the 
property that the succeeding actions are all reductions and let (u 1 , ~), (u~,, ~),..., 
be the succeeding actual pairs. 
The second component in (u0; ~7) is a suffix of w. Assume w = /t-~ with 
ge  T*; then u o *~ ~. Let @~o be the superset containing (u0, ~7) then Po e P. 
Let / be the function which generates the supersets (9~ according to Definition 
3.4. Then there exists a v e T* with ~ el (v)  and (Uo, v) e ~o ; this implies 
S *~R uov *~R ~v and ge L(G). Further (Uo, v) occurs during the analysis of 
the word ~v eL(G). 
Consider the simultaneous application of the algorithm to the input words g~7 
and gv: 
For input w = g~7 the algorithm passes (Uo, g) which is in (9~0 ; then (ul, ~7), 
(us, 5),..., and does not stop by hypothesis but performs reductions forever. 
For input ~v which is in L(G) the algorithm starts with (e, gv), passes (Uo, v) 
which is in ~o ' and stops after a finite number of moves with the actual pair 
(S, ~). 
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We mention that starting from (e, g~Y) and (e, gv) the algorithm performs the 
same sequence of actions to reach (Uo, ~) and (u0, v), respectively; otherwise, 
the word fly has more than one rightmost derivation, which contradicts the 
above properties (i) and (ii) by the corollary to Theorem 2.1. 
On (u0, g) the same reduction by production Po is performed. But in the 
further elaboration the two performances must diverge. Therefore, there exist 
an integer l >/1 and productions Pl ,..., Pt-1, and p, such that (ui, ~) ~ (P~, as 
well as (ui, v) ~ (P~i for each i, 0 ~ i ~ l -- 1, (uz, ~) e (~,~, but (u~, v) ~ ~9~z. 
We now consider two cases: 
Case 1. (uz, v) ~ (g& for some ~, ~ P U {shift}, then/3z ~ pz. Since (u~, v) 
occurs as an actual pair during the analysis of a word of L(G) we also have 
(u~, v) ~ ~,. 
By the disjointness of the supersets (P~ we have 
(u~, ~) ¢ 0e,. 
As ~ 6/(v), this is a contradiction to the consistency of the supersets 0~. 
Case 2. (u,, v) ~ ~9~ for eachp 6 P t2 {shift}. This is only possible if(uz, v) 
(S, E) and means that the analysis of the word ~v 6L(G) is already completed. 
But (u,, ~)60~, implies that there is some 6 6 T* with z76/(~), (uz, 6)6 ~,  
and ~66L(G).  
Clearly, 6 ~ e since (u,, ~) = (S, ~) is in no superset and therefore in no 
reduction class ~.  
Now consider the simultaneous application of the algorithm to the input 
words ~ and ~7~. 
The statements made above for ~6 and ~v remain valid if we replace v by 6. 
In addition, 6 ~ ~ implies that the analysis of ~6 cannot be completed at the 
point where the performances on ~7 and ~6 diverge. Thus we have a situation as 
described in Case 1 which leads to a contradiction to the consistency of the 
supersets. 
Thus, the assumption that the algorithm does not stop for some w ~ T* 
yields a contradiction i  any case; therefore, it is false. | 
Remark. Theorem 3.3 also holds true if in the hypothesis the consistency 
condition (iv) is replaced by the condition, 
(iv') if (y; y) ~ ~,  (7, Y) ~ ~P~ and (y, y) ~ ~ then (~, 07) ~ (5~ for each 
p~P, I~ePvo{shi f t} ,  y, 9~ V*, y, 07e T*, 
or the following weaker condition, 
(iv") if (leg y) e ~n .... (l~, 07) e ~_>~ and (IA, y) ~ ~ then (IA, 07) ~ ¢)~ for 
each production A --~ ~ ~ P, ~ ~ P V3 {shift}, l e V*, y, 5 ~ T*. 
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We now have two conditions which in case of disjoint and exact supersets of 
the reduction classes imply that the parsing algorithm stops for each input: 
Finiteness of VPa(x) for eaeh x ~ T* (Theorem 3.2) 
and 
consistency of the supersets (gv (Theorem 3.3). 
Since finiteness of all sets VPa(x) is a grammar property which seems not easy 
to be decided, we would be interested in knowing grammar properties which 
imply finiteness of the sets VPa(x ). 
We first note that the existence of disjoint, exact, and consistent supersets 
does not imply finiteness of the sets VP6(x). A counterexample is provided 
by each grammar with at least one infinite set VPG(x) (take the supersets identical 
to the reduction classes). Example 3.1 shows such a grammar. Therefore, we 
are now looking for a more restricted consistency condition which is still of 
practical use and implies finiteness of the sets VPa(x). 
We remark that the consistency property of Definition 3.4 still allows supersets 
for which during the execution of the algorithm the respective next action 
depends on an unbounded prefix of the yet unshifted input. In practice only a 
dependence on a bounded prefix of the yet unshifted input can be handled 
reasonable. If we just allow that only a prefix of, say, length k of the yet unshifted 
input influences the decision concerning the next action, then we have k- 
consistency according to the following definition. 
DEFINITION 3.5. Let G -= (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg. Let k >/0 be an 
integer. Consistent supersets @~ __ 6~, which are generated by a function / are 
called k-consistent, if
/(Y) =/(k(Y)) for each y ~ T*. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. The LR(k)-supersets as given in Examples 2.2 and 3.4 are 
k-consistent. 
The existence of k-consistent disjoint supersets 0.  now implies that the 
sets VPo(x) are all finite; this is shown in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let G = (N, T, P, S) be a reduced cfg. Let @~ ~ ~,  , p ~ P U 
(shift}, such that 
(i) S~+S,  
(ii) @, ~ (9~ = Z for each p ~: if, p, ff ~ P tJ (shift}, 
(iii) (9, is exact with respect o the first component for each p, 
(iv) the sets (9,, p ~ P u {shift}, are k-consistent with respect o the second 
component for some k ~ O. 
Then VPc(x) is finite for each x E T*. 
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Proof. I f  we regard b0ttom-up-parsing of words with prefix x based on the 
supersets (~., then VPc(x) has the representation 
VPa(x) = {7 there exists y e T* ) 
such that xy eL(G) }. 
and (e, xy) ~-- (7, Y) ) 
Thus VPa(x ) equals the union of the sets 
vn.(x) = {r I (~, xy) ~- (r, y)} 
for each y ~ T* with xy e L(G). 
By Theorem 3.3 for each xy ~L(G) the right reduction can be obtained by 
parsing according to the k-consistent supersets (9~. This implies that each of the 
sets VP~(x) is uniquely determined by x and ~(y). Theset  
{~(y) [y ~ T* with xy eL(G)} 
is finite for each x e T*. Therefore, for each x e T* there is only a finite number 
of different sets VP~(x) with xy eL(G). Each of these sets is finite, since the 
parser based on the supersets @~ stops for each input. Thus VPG(x) is a finite 
union of finite sets. I 
We now can state our main result: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G = (N, 1t, P, S) be a reduced cfg; let (9,, p c P t3 {shift}, 
be supersets of the reduction classes ~,  such that 
(i) s ~+ s, 
(ii) (9~ (~ (9~ = ~ for each p ~ fi, p, fi ~ P t_) {shift}, 
(iii) @~ is exact with respect to the first component for each p, 
(iv') there exist supersets 6~ D ~ , p e P U {shift}, which are disjoint, exact, 
and k-consistent for some h ~ O. 
Then the algorithm stops for each input w ~ T*: 
(a) I f  w ~ L( G), then the algorithm constructs a right reduction for w. 
(b) I f  w eL(G), then the algorithm stops with an error message. 
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.2. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
The characterization a d description of bottom-up'parsers by supersets of the 
reduction classes and the results obtained in Section 3 gave us some deeper 
insight into the nature of deterministic bottom-up-parsing. 
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In this section we regard applications of our results in practice. Here we first 
draw attention to the fact that the familiar types of deterministic anonical 
bottom-up arsers are all covered by the results of Section 3. Then we discuss 
the problem of how the analysis controlled by supersets of the reduction classes 
can be realized in a table-driven parser. Finally, we regard the problem of 
finding an optimally adjusted parser for a given grammar. 
That the familiar types of deterministic canonical bottom-up arsers are all 
covered by the results of Section 3 is easily verified. 
We first mention that the parsing methods which use simple precedence, weak 
precedence, extended precedence, bounded right context, or mixed strategy 
precedence are easily characterized by certain pertinent supersets of the reduction 
classes. These supersets are not exact concerning the first component, but in the 
literature all of these parsing methods are described and proved to work correctly 
for e-free grammars only. Therefore, they all are in their existing form covered 
by our Theorem 3.1. The LR(k) and LR-regular parsing methods (Knuth, 1965, 
and Culik and Cohen, 1973, respectively) are characterized by supersets which 
are exact with respect o the first component and consistent with respect o 
the second component (see Mayer, 1978). ForLR-regular grammars the respec- 
tive funct ion/ is  also easily described. Therefore, these methods are covered 
by Theorem 3.3. 
The LR-style parsers like SLR(k)- and LALR(k)-parsers (DeRemer, 1971) are 
characterized by supersets which are exact with respect o the first component, 
but not necessarily consistent with respect o the second component. 
As an example we consider the SLR(k)-parsing method: It is based on super- 
sets (~¢k), p ~ p t3 {shift}, where each (~/o (~ equals the cartesian product of the set 
of all first components of pairs in the LR(k)-superset C~ 7~ with the set of all 
second components. We express this by 
It is easy to see that 
e = e o%(A)} {(r, Y) I (r, Y) e 
for each A --+ a ~ P and 
(9=(k) l IthereexistzET+,yET*,andA-->c~eP} 
sm~ = (~', Y) such that k(Y) ---- k(z3 7) and (7z,.~) ~ (9~)~ ~ " 
Now, SLR(k)-grammars are characterized by the conditions 
(i) s s, 
and 
(ii) @;(k) r3 @~(~) ---- 2: for p =/:/7, p,/7 e P u {shift}. 
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The LALR(k)-parsing method and LALR(k)-grammars are characterized by 
more intricate supersets (see Mayer, 1978). 
It has been shown by Geller and Harrison (1977a) that for each LR(k)-grammar 
and therefore also for each SLR(k)- and LALR(k)-grammar G = (N, T, P, S) 
the set VPa(x) is finite for each x ~ T*. Therefore Theorem 3.2 shows that these 
methods also work correctly. 
In what follows we describe how the control of the analysis by supersets (9~ 
of the reduction classes ~,  p E P u {shift}, can be realized quite naturally 
in a table-driven parser. 
Assume, we know computable functions ~b 1and ~b 2such that 
(i) ~b 1maps the set 
{)'1Y is first c°mp°nent in s°me actual pair which ° c c u r s c o u r s e  of parsing some w ~ T* in I 
into a finite set ~1, 
(ii) 42 maps T* into a finite set hue, and 
(iii) for each actual pair ap = (apl, aPe) and each p ~ P u {shift} know- 
ledge of ~bl(apl ) and ~be(ape ) is sufficient o decide whether the pair ap -~ (ap~, 
ape ) is in (9~ or not. 
Then the parser can be controlled by a parsing table which contains for each 
9~ E ~1 and each ~02 ~ ~2 an entry which denotes either a production A -~ ~ ~ P 
or the word "shift" or the word "error" where the meaning of these entries is 
obvious with respect o containment of an actual pair ap = (ap~, ape ) with 
4Jl(aPt) = 9t and 4~(ape) = cpe in one of the supersets (~,  p ~ P • {shift}, or in 
no superset, respectively, as well as with respect to the next parsing action, 
namely, reduction by A -~ c~ or shift or stop with error message, respectively. 
The computation of such a parsing table consists in computing the sets Yr 1 
and ~2 and the subsequent evaluation of the mentioned membership procedure 
for all (cpl , %) ~ ~1 × W2 and all p ~ P k9 {shift}. Obviously, the algorithm for 
computing the parsing table can also be used to decide whether the supersets d~, 
p ~ P u {shift}, are disjoint for the given grammar or not: They are disjoint 
if and only if the algorithm produces aparsing table with unambiguous entries. 
Control by a parsing table as described above is realized in exactly the same 
way in bounded right context parsers (cf. Loeckx, 1970) and LR-style parsers 
(Aho and Ullman, 1972; Mayer, 1978); the latter ones normally use this parsing 
table in combination with an additional table for a so-called goto-function which 
is used for the evaluation of ~b 1 . The different ypes of precedence parsers use 
precedence r lations and further properties of the respective grammars to simplify 
the tables as well as the control mechanism. 
We now consider the problem of constructing for a given grammar G a 
deterministic bottom-up arser which suits it best in a certain way. The question 
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really is how to choose the underlying supersets in order to get a parser which is 
optimal with respect to error diagnosis as well as speed and stops for each input. 
The results obtained in Section 3 suggest proceeding as follows: First, it seems 
reasonable to base the parser on exact supersets of the reduction classes in order 
to get an acceptable rror diagnosis. Second, we want supersets which are "as 
large as possible" in order to get a fast parser. Finally, we want to be sure that 
the parser stops for each input. These aims are considered by using the following 
concept: 
Assume that a descending sequence of systems of exact supersets i  given: 
0~ 1). _D 09 ) _D ... D_ ~(0 ~) D_ v~(0 (~+1) ' ' '  D_ ~ , p ~ P U {shift}. 
From this descending sequence that system which contains the largest but just 
disjoint supersets i used for the construction of the parser; then the parser is 
certainly optimal with respect o the given sequence of systems of supersets. 
Now the question arises as to how to choose the primal sequence of systems of 
supersets in order to make sure that the resulting parser stops for each input. A 
very simple way to guarantee this is to choose only consistent supersets. But, as 
mentioned above, in practice only parsing methods come into question where 
from the respective r maining input only a prefix of bounded length k, preferable 
k = 1, is needed to determine the next parsing action. This might suggest a 
restriction to a sequence where each system of supersets is h-consistent for 
some k. 
But our results allow a much more puzzled out choice of the supersets: We 
claim that the resulting parser stops for each input if the primal sequence of 
systems of supersets merely contains for each system in the sequence a "sub- 
sequent" system of supersets which is k-consistent for some integer k, or more 
formally, if for each integer i ~ 1 there exists an integer j, j ~ i, such that the 
supersets (9~ j), p e P u {shift}, are k-consistent for some h. I f  in such a primal 
sequence some system of supersets0~ ), p ~ P u {shift}, tums out to be disjoint hen 
also the existence of a subsequent system of disjoint and h-consistent supersets i
guaranteed. Thus, by Theorem 3.4 the analysis according to the very first 
disjoint system must stop for each input. 
Thus we arrive at the following concept for the construction of a parser which 
suits best to a given grammar: 
Taking as basis an arbitrary system of exact supersets 0~, p ~ P v3 {shift}, with 
the property, 
(+)  there exist supersets g~ which are exact and h-consistent for some k 
such that (O~ D g~ D_ ~ for each p e P U {shift}, 
one computes the respective parsing table. 
There are two cases: 
(a) If  the computed parsing table is unambiguous in all entries the super- 
643/4313-4 
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sets 0~, p ~ P u {shift}, are pairweise disjoint and the resulting parser is deter- 
ministic. Further, property (q-) implies that it stops for each input (Theorem 3.4), 
Now the construction of the parser can be regarded as done or one can try to 
improve its adjustment to the given grammar by repeating the whole procedure 
with larger supersets. 
(b) If the computed parsing table is not unambiguous in all entries the 
underlying supersets are recognized not to be disjoint; in this case a more refined 
system with property (-[-) has to be tried. 
Continuing in this way one is alway s sure that the resulting parser--if there 
is one--works correctly for each input. 
We point out that LR-style parsers in particular, which are regarded as the most 
efficient ones for parsing programming languages, can be established as described 
above: 
The canonical LR(0)-method in general is not fine enough to parse program- 
ming languages; it does not lead to unambiguous control tables. On the other 
hand, the canonical LR(1)-rnethod is unneccessarely fine; it produces large and 
slow parsers. Therefore, methods which are "somewhere between" LR(O) and 
LR(1) should be optimal. Examples of such methods are the SLR(1)- and LALR 
(1)-methods of DeRemer (1971). These methods have been used for years with 
great success although it has not yet been explicitly shown that they really work 
correctly and, in particular, that they stop for each input (see Geller and 
Harrison, 1977a). 
Original, they were characterized bycertain algorithms for the computation of
an LR-style control table, which result from the algorithm for a LR(0)-control 
table by successive r finements and from the algorithm for a LR(1)-control table 
by certain eglects. Thus, the SLR(1)- and LALR(1)-methods are to be charac- 
terized by supersets (9~ m and (fi~l) such that 
9 zR(°) D (9~ (1) D ~0 ~(1) D iv LR(1) D ~ for each p ~ P U {shift}. 
We already mentioned that the SLR(1)-andLALR(1)-superscts in general are not 
consistent, whereas the LR(1)-supersets are 1-consistent. This fits together with 
the above inclusion into our general concept and we conclude: If the algorithm 
for computing a SLR(1)- or LALR(1)-control table produces a control table 
with unambiguous entries, then the respective supersets are recognized to be 
disjoint and the resulting parser is deterministic. The above inclusion implies 
that the LR(1)-supersets which are 1-consistent are disjoint. Therefore, aparser 
based on SLR(1)- or LALR(1)-control tables works correctly for each input. The 
same argument holds true for each other parsing method "between" LR(O) 
and LR(1). 
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